
 
 

                               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Positive Association with Crate  
 

You are aiming to leave pup alone for short, controlled stints initially. Direct him to the crate 

and leave him with toys (chew toys etc) – ie self entertainment.   

 

Self entertainment – provide stimulation – interactive toys- treat balls etc. Praise him for 

playing quietly and being away from you.  

 

Whining – Barking - If whining is occurring for no apparent reason, other than attention 

seeking then ignore .Praise him for being quiet as much as possible – (low key praise). Only 

let him out of crate when he is quiet and calm. 

 

Teach and reinforce directing pup to the “crate” often. 

 

▪ Reinforce calm, quiet behaviour (don’t exaggerate, so that she gets excited). 

▪ Sometimes, throw a few treats in the crate for pup to find later 

▪ Direct pup to the crate with a word / command “Bed / Settle” etc. Praise when quiet. 

▪ Have pup next to you while working / TV etc but leave the room sporadically for 

varying time periods 1, 2, 5 min. Aim for a few minutes without a sound. 

 

Progress slowly to being able to leave her alone when you go out. 

Always leave something with him – to do, explore, cuddle. (piece of your clothing) 

Introducing your dog to the crate 

Put the crate in an area of your house where the family spends a lot of time, such as the family room. 

Put a soft blanket or towel in the crate. Bring your dog over to the crate and talk to him in a happy 

tone of voice. Make sure the crate door is securely fastened open, so it won't hit your dog and frighten 

him. 

To encourage your dog to enter the crate, drop some small food treats near it, then just inside the door, 

and finally, all the way inside the crate. If he refuses to go all the way in at first, that's okay - don't 

force him to enter. Continue tossing treats into the crate until your dog will walk calmly all the way 

into the crate to get the food. If he isn't interested in treats, try tossing a favourite toy in the crate.  

Once you have done the initial crate training you can establish this at night, then move 

the crate to different places and teach pup to enjoy being alone in various locations. 
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                               Positive Association with Crate / Bed:  

 
It is important that the crate be introduced in a positive manner. We are aiming for pup to 

learn this is a safe, secure, happy place to be. Use treats / toys etc to entice into crate to start 

with. Feed meals at back of crate. Leave the door open to start with, then gradually progress 

to part closing, then close. You may also have to desensitise to the door noise and movement. 

 
Once you have done the initial crate training you can establish this at night, then move 

the crate to different places to teach pup to enjoy being alone in various locations. 

 

Teach and reinforce directing pup to the “crate” often. 

 

▪ Reinforce calm, quiet behaviour (don’t exaggerate, so that pup gets excited). 

▪ Sometimes, throw a few treats in the crate for pup to find later. 

▪ Direct pup to the crate with a word / command “Bed / Settle” etc. Praise when quiet. 

▪ Have pup next to you while working / TV etc but leave the room sporadically for 

varying time periods 1, 2, 5 min. Aim for a few minutes without a sound. 

 

Progress slowly to being able to leave her alone when you go out. 

Always leave something with her – to do, explore, cuddle. (piece of your clothing). 

• Keep a structured routine so your pup can quickly settle into your routines.   

• You may choose to end up with the crate / bed being in a confined place such as a 

bathroom or laundry but initially puppy will whine, so you can start with it in your 

bedroom at night, living area during the day and gradually move it further away from 

you as she gets used to it. 

• After a few days as pup relaxes you can move her out of your room and into the place 

where you want her to sleep.   

• If pup has been exercised, fed, gone to the toilet, (ie all needs met) then it is best to 

resist going to comfort your puppy while it is crying (unless is to just let out to toilet) 

or you will quickly teach your puppy that crying and whining is a great way to get 

you to come to them. If you are going to reassure her do this when you get a “quiet” 

moment – ie she stops whining for a bit, go to her and give him some reassurance, in a 

low key manner, then leave again. 


